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Ascension Prayer
Beloved Presence of God; the 6 Buddhas of activity; Cosmic Council of 12; 24
Elders who surround the Throne of Grace; Mahatma; Melchizedek; Metatron;
Elohim councils; Archangels of the Tree of Life; Paradise sons; Melchoir; Lord of
Sirius; Lord Arcturus & the Arcturians; Sanat Kumara; Atlanto & the Atlantians;
Adonis; Helios & Vesta; Ashtar & the Ashtar Command; Archangels Michael,
Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Jophiel, Zadkiel, Seraphiel the Elohim Hercules, Apollo,
Heros, Purity & Peace; Healer Avicenna, Master Rumi; Lords Buddha, Shiva,
Brahma, Rama and Vishnu, Krishna, Arjuna, Nagarjuna, Babaji; Sai Baba;
Maharishi; Sri Sri Ravi Shankar; Lamassu, the lady masters Helena, Virgin Mary,
Pallas Athena, Goddess of Liberty, Portia, Vista, Lady Nada and Kali; Horus;
Osiris; Ra the Great Divine Director; Lord Maitreya; the ray masters El Morya,
Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Paul the Venetian, Sananda Jesus, Caliph/Imam Ali and the
Earth Mother; Ganesha please move into our full Ascension.

Daily Prayer

Shake sleep Awaken shape dreams
From potentiality to its actuality
The truth of all our rare talents
Becomes reality shared in actions
A sure sign or design of insight
So rise up and shine divine light
All will see their reflections in your mirror
The created creating one with our creator
Feelings the reason sounds reach our ears
For our beings are such pure sights to see
If God is our origin
Love is our Religion
Generosity of ambition
Honesty’s true wisdom
Where truth comes into vision
There, nature favors decisions
Success is within this kingdom
And trust keeps the system living

Word Play

Double edged, our words
Create or Destroy Worlds
Where love is our true magnet
There words are like pure magic
Loveless words are cast into hell
Loving words supporting us well
Minds are like computers
Gossiping infects systems
Loving words rid toxic emotions
And dispel our fears of freedom
Taking things personally bothers
Making all important, prospers
Becoming immune to problems
Loving beings must solve them
Excuses made for controlling
Allies supplying short comings
Things taken less personally
Accepting separate realities
Seeing and hearing, selectively
Doing our best, we live intensely

Go Spellz

O our Heavenly Father,
Holy are your followers.
Your kingdom has come,
Your volition will be done,
On earth as it is in heaven.
Please give us our daily provisions
Forgive us for failing commitments,
As we forgive those not committed
Lead us away from temptation,
And lead us on the way of salvation.
Living every moment as a privilege,
Actively patient in the situation given,
To accept responsibility and evolve consciously.
Taking this unfaithful world as it is,
Faithfully making it as we want it.
Believing that everything happens for a reason,
especially when we understand nature’s seasons.
Recognizing our blessings we feel more blessed,
And receive more insight to solve problems.
O Creator, grant your Beings Peace
To accept the things we cannot change
The Bravery to change the things we can,
And the Wisdom to know the distinction.
O Creator, I regret all the times I have caused offense or have taken offense
Understanding that instances of resistance have persisted from my insistence
Knowing fear exists when invested in defense can’t serve mutual interests
This can be a definition of sin or being without respecting love’s benefits.

G-O-D
A day in the life of the high rhymer
That’s guaranteed, to splash light AmiRimA
I got the dopest flow spit on beats ‘liva
So hallA, we all hustle for scholar’s dollars
From Rapresentin’ the original G.O.D
We drippin' L-O-V-E the beats speak
Swaggin, strikin’ mic’s to light mind’s fires
Cash Rules Everything Around Me like C.R.E.A.M
Greater good tends to be free from guilty consciences
Good Orderly Directions always finding the path
Get in where you fit in, different spokes of the Wheel
Mind over matter, Conscious energy
Stays true to its aim of hope, let’s propose a toast
To dreams becoming realities of our Holy Host
Spiritual lyrical miracles so habitual like rituals
Words impact whatever they come into contact with…

L-O-V-E

Life is Light Love is Seeing
Life is Love Light is Being
Life is Love, Love is Giving
When we live to give Love it gives Life real meaning
When we live to give Love it gives the best feeling
The gift of Love’s priceless
LOVE’s infinite & timeless
True Love is Unlimiting
Pure Love has no beginning
And it has no ending
It always was, is, and will be
Real Love’s the Always reality
Unlimited and Forever free
Unlimited means for Eternity

LOVE

Love is life & life is living
living is love & love is giving
when we live to love
it gives life meaning
when we live to give love
there’s no greater feeling
it’s a feeling of kindness
that this love’s inside us
nobody could sell or try to buy this
cause love is priceless and it guides us
lifts us up and it ignites us
love can bind us and it can remind us
love has no limit because love is timeless!

Unconditional LOVE

Whatever we get, we take for granted
What we don’t possess, is our obsession
Real Love isn’t attachment,
it’s a natural progression
Attachment turns love into possession
Be independent individuals
Unite, but don’t possesses
then there’ll be no bondage
Aware of our Lovingly Conscious Presence
We share with no conditions, expectations
look wholly within
see nothing missin’
accept your completeness
extend by joining others
seeing no difference of self
don’t deny truth it’s reality
we have relationships so holy

Love Life

If it’s Love that involves our Souls?
What's this World? A revolving whore?
Puppet master’s slaves chopping trees!
Running the paper race chasing money!
Mummies, zombies choking on the green!
Speed’s addiction, charging us to breathe!
World’s war for its resources an insane fate
Soul’s torn from their source, cause of hate
Resist the endless temptations of excess
Relentlessly lead nations toward progress
Knowledge’s conquest conquers cowards,
Acknowledge power’s presence to empower
If it’s Love that involves our Souls?
Want some more? Revolving stores?
Have we become prisoners of our phones?
Have we become victims without homes?
Evicted from our cells, we still aren’t free!
Searching for visions, we still can’t see!
Corporate mentality locking away the key
Conglomerate reality knocking for victory
Stop raping the Terra Firma we call home
Star maps gazing on Merkabah’s Throne
The information programs our formation,
Hacked not be too attached to its location.

The Drug of Love

Being is crystallized truth
Consciousness that moves
Ascension’s Love’s flight
Kids loving the child-like
The unhurt innocent and pure
Being closer to inherent nature
Nurturing the soul’s sheer virtue
Increasing the dose of our love
Reveals the valued worth of us
Silence doubt, listen to acceptance
Practicing the quality of patience
Privileged humans being authentic
Extending permission’s principle
The goal of our physical mission
Visions memory benefits decisions
Represents life's factual experience
Selflessly giving Self to existence

LoveDrunk
I’m not from any religion or political/cultural system.
I’m not out of the Sky nor made from Fire,
don’t come from Sea or through the Earth,
not composed of elements not natural or ethereal,
I never existed as a worldly entity,
Didn’t come from origin stories.
My place is placeless, a trace of the traceless.
The Truth has shared so much of Itself with me
That I no longer call myself man, woman, angel
Neither body or soul, I belong to the Beloved,
Love has befriended me ever so completely
It has freed me of every concept my mind has known.
seen the two worlds as One and that One call to and know,
first, last, outer, inner… just A Being Witnessing LOVE.

The Power of Love

Love and Power co-exist as extreme opposites
Less need for power more evolved consciousness
Not demand it, assume authority will a sensible person
Your boss has less authority than your sincere servant
The less you love, the more pronounced your power
The greater your Love, subtler your sense of power
The day that power of Love increases
Over love of Power we will have peace

Touch of Love

Like the hot Sun rises
Hearts are pumping love
& feeling peace multiply
All around, below & above
Lo and behold the wise
Turn into gold what they touch
Learned the soul is beyond price
Being infinite and eternally one
Features of the High Divine
Give the gift of knowledge
And you will receive power
Be true acknowledge yourself
And you will become free, discover
Your wealth is your health
And others are sisters and brothers
Each one teach one to live proper
Helping us all elevate and prosper!

The Midas Touch
Staying in personal power is
The key to leadership success
Remaining unconditionally loving & forgiving at all times
Staying attuned to your mighty I Am Presence at all times
Remaining balanced in everything you do
Strive to become completely free of ego
Remain the cause of your own reality at all times
Never give in to fear, separation or self-centeredness
Take the vow of the bodhisattva and dedicate yourself completely to humanity
Pray and Meditate constantly
Develop unchanging self-love & self-worth
Recognize you are maintaining an individual & a group body & nurture both
Be attached to nothing and have only preferences
Purify physical, emotional, mental, etheric and spiritual body of all physical toxins, negative
thoughts/emotions, alien implants, astral entities & imbalanced energies
Remain in Christ/Buddha mind at all times & never interpret reality from lower-self mind
If you can maintain these simple principles in daily life
You will have the Midas Touch
Everything you think, say and do is pure love
And since Love Is God, it will turn to the gold that is GOD.

It’s All Good
We create the system, to serve our wisdom’s target, US
Started as just a Thoth, now whirlin as Star Dust
How light years later spinnin’ in a custom Navigator
Counting my blessings better than confessing my sins
I just echo, my eros philia seeking complete peace
Fine tune adapt and attract Grand Plan’s easily
All loyal students of Love, life’s art unites like weavers
And young knitters, sewing with each five fingers
Some of us know atheletes, some of us actors and artists
Some of us hustle n bustle in the city
Send cupid’s at Club Nikki's for single’s to mingle
Drippin' out of faucets tap’s sprinklin facts
Todo esta bueno, musical maestro like Vivali
Drink a thirsty drop in the lake and rock the spot, properly
Making something like ICE
From could to wood and should, live to give back to life

Present of Life

This very life we live is a present and gift
By giving to others we get to open our gift
Our genes and environment are the wrapper
Rushing to open our gift ruins the wrapper
And as we hurry in love, we spoil life’s present
Enduring patience make the gift of love present

Now Here

Content essence perception
Intent, attention of Affection
Connecting Transcendence
Purified Selfless Awareness
Unifying our Consciousness
Creating Divine Intelligence
Beyond the Mind's Presence
Is this instance of Existence!

Conscious Energy

Our unexpressed essence
Breeds Infinite seed potency
Within the Sea’s Existence
Flowing Cosmic Intelligence
Maximum supreme affection
Great Divine Mind Manifestations
With separate Thought Processors
Connect to your Predecessors
Different experiences evolving
Bodies vehicle spiritually Loving
Senses reception, full-capacity
All Elements represented actively
The X factor starring Alchemy
Matter exists, conscious energy
Words worth 24k gold, globe’s whirl
Be calm, become One with the World

Pleasure’s Measure

When you take the measure
To give the other pleasure
Start travelling on the distance
To be of support and assistance
Then you will begin getting glimpses
Of your infinitely rich giving spirit
Which knows no-limits and conditions
It shows up to remind and give wisdom
Which helps us with making decisions
Our vision expands due to intuition
Feeling is the language of the spirit
Listen to your body, be in tune with it
Universe flows for us all to be in synch

Sacred Treasure

The wise actualize, realize and rise to recognize the Eternal Life
Any and Everything from the source or force of energy, Most High & Wide
Is Conscious and Intelligent therefore completely Beyond measure
Solely that is forever and has to wholly be loved and treasured
The field of all possibilities is the source of all solutions
On Earth, our work is the dissolution of the ego & Love’s Evolution
Career, Prosperity, Enjoyment & Liberation are the Goals of Life
From Thoughts come Actions get Achievements give Fulfillment
Every action has a reaction, purification leads to progress
With it enjoy greater efficiency & accomplish more in the process
Union’s purpose creates greater reason to Love & find deeper meaning in Beings
In the separateness & togetherness of Knower, Knowing & Known states of Being
Or Beloved, Love & Lover also in Diversity exists Harmony & in Multiplicity exists Unity

Infinity’s Affinity

The epitome of my affinity with infinity keeps me
In motion, flowin’ like existence’s ocean
Mind-open, Heart set-out on devotion
Senses sent to us for our ascension
From the 4th to the 5th Dimension
Through the surface we reach the depth
To know the purpose of each chartered step
Or show the service of each and every breath
All is a call to come back to yourself
Within you lies the greatest wealth
The soul’s loving presence is acknowledged
Our goal of living is passing on knowledge.

True Consciousness

Thinking out LOUD, Thinking out LOUD
What's this World revolving around?
Have we become slaves chasing the paper?
Have we become crazed beings of nature?
We're enveloped in greed, still are in need
We've developed speed, we still aren’t freed
Our knowledge has made us cynical
Acknowledge what makes you spiritual
Those of you who need to control
Peace comes in Uniting the World
If all men are created Equal
Then Hu are you to kill my Ego?
When we love things and use people
The way of Life is beautiful
We dropped from grace by hate
For resources made wars our fate
Bosses only make more Followers
While Leaders create more Leaders
We're all sisters and brothers
Miss and Mister Lover Lover

Know YourSelf
Angelic souls elevating,
to its goal that keeps creating
This world is ours for the taking
Making all kings, queens moving toward a new world order
A normal life is forming, but super stardom's forms the most awoken
It only grows smarter, only goes farther
He throws us off with these robots and machines
Coast to Coast shows, he's known as the globetrotter
Lonely roads, got only phones, we've grown in distance
We come home and barely know each other’s existence
But hold your own Love, here flows the Soul’s water
His home won't want him to go, he's gold product
They grooved on with his next CD of flows, the soul is frozen
Chosen Lover grew, rose up and spoke to the beat of the song

To Know YourSelf
Grow more humane, I'm a stay what you call a sage
Swear this brotherlovin' proof was the life of you that had changed
I was learnin' in the beginnin', all the rules of Life’s Game
I been through a lot to get to Love’s domain
But I kept trying to get the right experience, deciding
Best relive somebody's pain than try it myself
All the same inside exemplified by the fact
that I am set in life with my nine to five
and I can provide the right type of Life
for my family I’ve got a plan, breed Love and food
can not only find refrigerators also it can get in tummies, rest in peace Spike forever
That’s my Bulldog smiling down from heaven, bless him
Damn, can I live to feed and water my seeds, plus
See your honor being a Loving husband and father
Baby, mama loves you dreamin' on and on too much
You assure me to want to stay in love, with no other woman
Have taken me to the peak, I'm high sailing in your Love
Truly celebrating all we got before we end gone from this dot
Success is my only motherlovin' option, failures not
God, loves you, grants Holy Grail for you to know you can be forever young Saints
Thanks a lot Hail Mary I guess space is meant for our destiny to co-create our fate

The Human Condition

Imagine no racial discrimination & prejudice
Fathom all living the dream of liberty & justice
No terrorists, religious fanatics & dictatorships
No mass media sensationalism or censorship
As our power, greed & politics have affected the dangerous balance
Of biodiversity that boosts ecosystem productivity
Global warming is a Human warning
Stating action is cheaper than inaction
Literally a billion of us are illiterate
We need less than 1% spent on weapons
To make sure all children get an education
Over 3 billion people live on less than $2.50 daily
I wonder if we can conquer these monster
War-mongers causing more world hunger
Poverty has become the latest commodity
Making non-profit charities one of the greatest novelties

Facts of Life

The world doesn’t owe me since it existed before me
No difference of where I live, the real life is inside me
The world is like a camera so I always smile
If no one smiles at me, I seek the cause in my closed lips
A straight line is the shortest way in geometry also in life
Life is swimming in the present pool
In life’s play sometimes I need to change the area of the play
Life means living every day and every hour
Still alive because I have more to do
I divide time by my work not to leave any unfinished work
I convert my life to a school for learning
I don’t convict my yesterday behavior with today awareness
I always care about my second mistake, the first one is my right
Making mistakes is a necessity of human beings and forgiving is a necessity of being heavenly
I always live in the present time, toward future by taking lessons from the past
Love is a huge ocean that joins two shores to each other
I fall in love with someone who insists on mutual love
Love is the best form of ownership and ownership is the worst form of loving
If I judge people, I don’t have time for loving them anymore
To love is the most beautiful and shortest way to God
There is no need to get a visa to seek asylum in God

Facts of Life II

How can I love God who is not seen if I can’t love people whom I see?
My service is the cost of the rent I pay to live on earth
I try to be kind without any plan and reason
I clean and polish my heart as well as a crystal
To find the diamond, dig the ground
To make a decision I close the hesitation doors
If I move, I might lose but if I don’t move, I’ll surely lose
Sometimes I have to destroy in order to build up
Peace’s fruit is hanging from the silence tree
I use not only my brain but also others’ brain
If you think well you don’t need to think much
Thinking heavenly and living earthly means welfare
Winning really means to be better than before
Chance is something like the wind, I don’t miss it
Frustration is a delay not a failure, it is a detour not a dead-end
Being unlucky can teach me to be lucky
No one thanks a dry river for its past
For every 10 minutes of anger 600 seconds of happiness are lost
Always the warmest and sweetest sunshine rises after storm and darkness
If you are supposed to shine you must bear burning as well
If u want to change the game rules, first learn the rules
Most of the people don’t pray, they just beg
Repeating new behaviors is the only way for changing habits

Practice of High Status

Don’t kill, be a vegan & don’t wear clothes made from animals
Don’t steal, forsake the mates of others & refrain from the false
divisive, harsh & senseless speech, totally forsake covetousness
harmful intent and the views of Nihilists
Don’t drink intoxicants, practice non-harm & have a good job
With respectful giving, honoring the honorable & do Love
One who practices High Status
Will come to Definite goodness
High Status is considered to be contentment
Definite goodness is considered liberation
Their means is briefly faith & wisdom
Having faith one relies on the practices
One truly knows having wisdom

RAISED
I was raised, I didn’t just grow up
Taught to speak when I show up
To say both thank you and please
Taught to respect my elders, indeed
Lend a helping hand to those in need
Hold doors for the people behind me
Say excuse me and sorry if need be
And to just love people for themselves
Not for what I can get from them, well
I have learned to treat people equally
The way I want to be treated mutually

7 Stages of illumination

First, recognized are the challenges to escape mental tyranny
Second, causes of the challenges are worn away
Third, clearly perceived is the way of escape
Checking psychic disturbance by contemplation
Fourth, clear discernment is the means of escape
These releases belonging to insight are 4-fold
The final release from the psychic is 3-fold
In the fifth stage, the dominance of its thoughts end
In the sixth stage, dissolving are the potencies of personality
In the seventh, the spiritual being stands in own nature as light & purity

Chosen Ones

Endless beginnings - How near?
Non-Existent Self, Now Hear!
Rest assured, serving what serves us
The Supreme, being beyond success
A considerate conscience
Consider it: Consciousness
In the process of becoming
Progressing into Oneness…
Expressing Self through actions
Extending help improves reactions
Abundance is a kind of detachment
Abundance is this kind dispassion
Living to give Love's gift or presents
Gets blessed with energy and strength
Witness investing sense in the Sacred Chest
Royalty interests sent toward our Ascent…

Volunteers

One who comes to help
Without being asked to help
One who is inspired, self-motivated
Who aspires for others, work dedicated
From spiritual practices a volunteer gains integrity
Acknowledged needs to be authority
From accepted challenges comes the strength of a volunteer
Moving beyond boundaries finding he/she is able to do more is a volunteer
A true volunteer does not expect appreciation or reward
A volunteer has such a joy-that joy, itself, comes as the reward
Realizing this filled with gratitude is the volunteer
Waivering from within, the support system is knowledge & good friends to the volunteer

Eternal Soldiers
Who wrote the Bible? Who wrote the Qur'an?
And was it the collision of asteroids
That gave birth to the Earth
For the earthquakes to undertake dinosaurs!
Who made up words? Who made up numbers?
And what kind of spell is mankind under?
Everything on the planet we preserve, can
Microwave and try it no matter what we'll adapt to survive it
What's hue? What's man? What's human?
Anything along the land we Producing
Consuming, eating, depleting trees chasing paper
Gotta have land, stocks of crops on acres
So I can rap facts just for your Love of Money
No pressure frees the natural force to come through
In a world full of 62 fake shapers
Gypsies, seances, mystical prayers
You superstitious? Get some incense lit
With a wish for the sight of life
Like a few forgot God is All Love & Light
Giving heals all parts of me plus I feel it
Sometimes it's like a part of me, but I got a real big spirit
I'm fearless, yes LOVE’s fearless
Don't you try and control my soul
We’re unstoppable as Eternal Soldiers

4 Stages of Meditation

Buddhists and Hindus use “Samadhi or Dhyana”
To describe the penultimate stage of yoga
For higher states of profound contemplation
Of beings experiencing deep meditation
First, is one-pointed mind concentration
It excludes desire but not discernment and judgement
Dropping off in stage two is our intellectual function
But what remains is the satisfied state of unification
In stage three, that part of satisfaction departs
As our memory and recall starts returning,
Self-consciousness begins with indifference
Memory, indifference and self-consciousness
In the final stage four, reach ultimate perfection

Transcendental Meditation

Thanks to His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Close to 7 million of us perform TM
By sitting comfortable, turning our sight within
Breathing deep become aware of the body
Waiting about a half minute to bring the mantra in
A mantra is a specific sound, also known as a vehicle of the mind
To experience the source of thought, pure consciousness or the infinite
Om (pronounced AUM) means immortal, eternal, infinite
Subtly repeating Om with no definite pattern or intensity
In between, thoughts may come due to increased mental activity
Or there may be slight movement or some physical activity
Don’t worry that’s just stress being released
It’s all natural on the way to increased health, happiness & peace
This technique is effective to skeptics and those who believe
Get connected to the eternal transcendental Being
This is known as automatic self-transcending
TM is done twice daily for 20 minutes in the final 2 the mantra leaves & we just are witnessing
At night before sleep, with the lights off, we sit on our bed and close our eyes
Keeping eyes behind eyelids focused ahead as if in a cave of light
Do it for five minutes and then we sleep with our gaze on the tunnel of light
Being Conscious in sleep & dream states, with Cosmic & God, we unite

Guided Meditation

Please sit comfortably...now close your eyes...imagine yourself to be in your ideal
space, wherever you feel the most love & peace the place where no one can invade
and where you feel completely safe deepen your breathing from the belly as you
inhale feel more love & peace enter your being feel each and every muscle
beginning to expand and relax & breathe out any tension you have. Let your
feeling, the soul's language, be giving thanks to all who have worked for our
creation, survival and evolution, people of all walks of life created from and for
love needing to practice honesty, humility, and non-violence to go beyond fear,
desire and anger negating the ego and silencing the mind to find a state of pure
consciousness & awareness that is beyond word and thought in which there is
peace, ecstasy, compassion & liberation. Aha That's Life's Goal. Don't forget to
keep breathing and smiling on the way to Life's Goal!

The Benefits of Meditation

With Meditation our physical, mental, emotional health improves
Memory, intelligence, clarity, concentration and creativity improves
Increasing longevity, vitality, happiness and sense of well-being
Strengthens immune response, reduces stress, anxiety aids sleep
Lowers blood pressure, reduces constriction of blood vessels
Harmonizes our endocrine system, and helps our weight loss

Double-Pointed Knowledge
Don’t forget it in the object,
also remember the subject
Two ways can be our witnessing
One the mind can listen to the speaker
meanwhile forgetting the listener
Then you forget the listener but know the speaker
While listening know the speaker and the listener
Then your knowledge is double-pointed,
to the known and the knower its pointing
When reading simultaneously be aware of the reader
This is a practice for becoming the third or observer

ALL 4 1 & 1 4 ALL

The reason the Universe exists
To Experience Consciousness
Indwelling being, the higher self
Not body nor mind, the inner self
It's the underlying consciousness
Primal matter is not conscious
The mind is something material
Like Emotions, Thoughts & Ego
Primal matter's manifestation exists
For our indwelling being’s experience
To gain mastery over external factors
And our true nature has the answers
Detached consciousness of external
We start to detach from the physical
Then from emotional, mental, egotistical
Returning to nature of Pure Consciousness
This is Self-realization or True Liberation.
Transcendental Consciousness is Pure Consciousness
Of Beings connection with Consciousness
In Cosmic Consciousness there’s a silence
That pervades waking, sleeping, dreaming
Forever, Happy is Transcendental Being
Universal Love overflows God Consciousness
Cosmic Life becomes Absolute Contentment

As Above, so Below
When we first took on a physical existence
We could maneuver just as Gods
Now that’s how you get your Atlantean periods
In those particular days the physical world was like a faint shadow
While the spiritual world was clear as light
As the vibratory rate fell and we became more entasted to the physical
The spiritual world became a faint shadow and the physical world became visible
And we sunk lower and lower into HUEmenism
We used to have multiple gifts of clairvoyance, clairaudience
That was reduced down to the five senses
That God form was covered over with the elder seal of an elder sign
And it was covered over with the physical brain
So the physical brain is the enemy
HUEmanity is the enemy
Just under the physical brain is the primal world which is the pineal gland
We’re talking about an incubation period which the inner world (the pineal gland, kundalini, the chakras)
And in space the stars are the souls that are down here in our bodies
And we are dreaming outwardly and we have a series of dreams
That we call the illusion of the phenomenon known as reality
It’s nothing but a trip from the brain that gives us a series of illusions that don’t exist
While the soul slept and as the soul slept the series of dreams became known as the ego
The ego the self that you identify with now that which you call yourself a HUEmen

Chain Reaction
Thinking out LOUD, LOUD
What are we revolving around?
Don’t we need trees to breathe?
Technologies increased our needs
Treatments price Preventions fees
Minorities owning banks & companies
Loaning majorities cars & residences
System forces us to watch the media
To work for money, its main criteria
With the system in debt, real knowledge, huh
Why not invest in sense of the chest?
Be more interested in Essence’s inventions
For Life’s Light is Love minus attachments
When we love things and use beings
We lose grace’s glory due to greed
When the Artificially Intelligent feed
Superficial needs, how can we get free?
For sufficient resources we compete
Instead of co-operate to share energy
When all of us were created Equal
Then who are you to cremate Egos?
Bosses just making us follow
But it takes leading by example
Each one, Teaching the others
We're all sisters and brothers
Potential Fathers or Mothers
Actual Lovers of one another.

Jewelz
I’m unrolling, unfolding the scroll of stones
Rhyming, shining the brightness of diamonds
Purifying the soul’s intentions
Refining our mental attention
By clarifying emotional affection
It signifies selfless devotion
Coupled with independence
Mother of Pearl, raises tranquility
While oozing soothing originality
Code Red ruby radiates vital energy
And Garnet lends a sense of vitality
Red Coral eliminates negative realities
And Turquoise avoids negative entities
Amber neutralizes the mind and emotions
Agate balances our souls with our bodies
Tourmaline bridges heavenly to earthly
Onyx brings us the great gift of security
Also Cat’s Eye gives us a state of safety
Citrine increases our clarity and creativity
Emerald Tablets vibrate healthy harmony
Sapphires improve our self-expression
Lapis Lazuli crystallizes pure honesty
Purple Amethyst balances our energy
Green Jade attracts friendly sufficiency
Quartz Crystal facilitates our efficiency
Moonstone inspires, enhances instincts

ToGetHer

I treasure yoU my endless pleasure
Whenever, Wherever let's Be together
Life with yoU just gets better and better
I want to Be with yoU Forever and Ever!

The Cosmic Being

The Universal head gives & receives thoughts
The passing clouds are like our passing thoughts
The rainforests, forests & jungles are lungs
The rivers & lakes our veins & arteries
leading to the sea & ocean of our heart
heart beats love like the sun radiates to life
And the moon in the mind reflects its light
The mountains & hills our butts & breasts
The winds are in motion like arms & legs
Sweat & tears fall like snow, hail & rain
Sexual intercourse is the meeting of yin yang
And giving birth is like repeating the big bang

Achaemenid Lineage

Some of the smartest money
Can't teach the average political dummies
Firing missiles, turning the youth to mummies
Yet can't find food for the starving tummies
It's not like your future depends on it
Yet keep the animals in the zoo
Because they make big money
This is how the media pillages
On the TV the picture is savages in villages
And the scientist still can't explain the pyramids, huh?
Stereotyping the image of the images and this is what the image is
You paint your nails black and all of a sudden you become Gothic
Man’s belief told for the relief of his soul and even the buried bones
Some of the worst were Nazis the world has ever known
Now Jews put the worst on display so the world can see
And that's all the media will ever show, so can we ever feel at home?
Tricked by the beast, where they going for the monster is fully grown!
Achaemenid lineage Rome still can't defeat and could never clone
My ancestor’s DNA imprints my soul to be forever grown, Lord…

HAFEZ

The interconnectivity of things creates God out of none,
Is a mystery that no created being has solved.
The chamber of my vision is your threshold
Show courtesy and respect for this house is also yours
O Beloved! What idol has your religion converted to?
When is our blood more lawful than the milk of our mother?
What shall I call “Existence” when the knowledge I have isn’t me?
And to whom should I claim “Non-existence” when all I see is She/He?
Wearing my heart on my sleeve believe my soul longs to be consoled by you
Am I coming or going? For I’m looking forward to hearing from you…

The holy musician creates the Sema sphere for those bound to be ecstatically eager
Now the melody of thy assembly makes the sky dance
That Hafez’s sweet poetry is the speech of romance

HAFEZ II

All who come into the world have the mark of the beast
Don’t ask where reason has gone, in the belly of the beast!
Like the dust our bodies don’t ascend as from the stardust we’ve descended
Count your blessings to receive more in consequence!
How can I practice patience when I am so dependent?
Who of you will send this prayer to the King’s servants?
Not neglecting beggars, sovereignty is a true privilege!
The dervish, thou doesn’t ask? And I fear what it isn’t!
The worries of recompense and concerns for forgiveness

Do you know what that mole is on your eyelid?
A dot that fell from the i, dot it, to not doubt it!

HAFEZ III

I am one bit by your very own Adam’s apple
Beneath your dimpled-chin are many souls
O Heart! Hear the wise counsel that is closer to the Soul,
For youth to prosper, heed the wise man’s counsel.
The tavern’s water has flooded the ascetic’s cloak
The tavern’s fire has lit our reason up in smoke

Hafez! Wash your religious garment and now be reborn
For from the religious garment of hypocrisy fire has formed.
Within the shape of the rose leaf, the rose-water hides
Everything happens on time, like blessings in disguise
The bar closed for us to open up to detoxing, we realized!
Abandon idle talk; and consume the mind-illuminating wine
For the candle burned idly, while we were conversing last night.
Whether shepherd, king, conscious or high,
In life’s raffle a ticket is necessary to buy.

HAFEZ IV

For every form witnessed has its archetype in Infinity
The form has transformed matter to rest in Eternity
Every face you’ve seen or names you’ve heard
May’ve passed but don’t regret that they’ve left
Discovering the body’s temple uncovers our soul,
The world’s cup is pure love, all who drink are whole.
When the tavern’s host becomes my heart’s companion
My blood ferments to wine my heart’s cooked filet mignon
When our vision’s decision sees all as God’s Children
Thy will be done, Holy Grail your Trail we’ll see Wisdom
Love’s work goes under the covers to purify us lovers
Involved for us to solve and evolve into our Beloved
When all of a sudden my heart saw Love’s Sea,
It left me and leapt up singing, “Where are we!”
The radiating light of the Sun’s resplendent rays
Trace the sky like passing clouds on any given day

HAFEZ V

Last night I delivered a message to the stars
Sent the moon my regards to take care of us all
I prostrated myself in prayer saluting the sun
That transforms stones to gold by reflection
I bared my breast and showed my beauty scars
Cheers to the Beloved, who drinks our blood
I sought to and fro to quiet my inner child
Hand’s that rock cradles, also raise child’s
True nature-fed inner child’s stop weeping
Surely mature best the time we start weaning
The heart’s home has always been our Unity!
How long will our monkey mind climb trees?
I am speechlessly selfless for you must realize
Mortals are given life just to become Immortalized!

HAFEZ VI

Now Here is nearest for seeing with proper vision
Where the body becomes the Soul’s instrument
Conscious of hidden treasures within the chef’s recipe,
The soul kitchen’s main ingredient is Love’s specialty.
In this world’s marketplace don’t seek contentedness
For the Creators are the most joyous and conscious
Those with purely polished mirrors as hearts
Are capable and able to perfectly reflect life’s art
If the poor lover scattered his heart’s counterfeit part,
Don’t worry for his matter completes another’s part.
Although I am far from you, you are far from none:
For my hope of union with you has never gone!

HAFEZ VII

Hafez’s tears have cast pearls into the sea of patience and wisdom:
He understands the pleasure of love’s pain remains forgiving.
Of Supreme Excellent Intelligence is the holy soul of Hafez,
For our gray matter, none better lights those stardust particles.
If I am good or bad, you just work on yourself:
In the end, every one reaps the seed he has sowed!
Since then the time has passed when I judged people
For only when beings are in love they all feel equal
I shed so many tears praying for rain in our soul
For I want to plant love’s seed in the heart of all
You may say that our conversations save nations,
Or to rephrase it, human relations shape nations.

RUMI’s SHAMS

Where art thou who went to Mecca
For thou art the host of the Kaaba
Return to serve The Beloved Here
You will see your Lover everywhere
You spoke of that places fine signs
Make known signs of its designer
What are flowers relative to the field
Or pearls for souls swimming God’s Sea

SEMA

Which is the ecstatic dervish mystical dance
On opposite shoulders we place both hands
It may be easier to pivot on the ball or the heel
Start spinning counter-clockwise like a wheel
Gaining momentum, our arms go to our sides
Right hand’s palm faces up for the sky
Left hand’s palm down to the ground
Sema is done with surrounding sound
With a free mind state from time & space
There our heart’s become the prayer place
Where the 5 senses become our prayers
Connects us to our true spiritual nature

Divine Dance

I’m like Wizard Merlin
Whirling, twirling, swirling
As the worlds are spinning
Counterclockwise turning
Sema (heavenly) dance
Ecstatic, Euphoric trance
Poetical Mystical romance
Where dancing, dancer and dance
Fuse for truce, issues diffuse
Soothes moods to improve
Moves you to fine tune
Inner and outer volumes
Find your groove and resume
Spinning around like spinners
Knitting the ground to sky like knitters
Essential sounds and signs deliver
Selflessly you’ll return to the Giver
Of the Ocean’s Soul from its rivers

Spiral

Twirling, whirling epitome of cyclic infinity
Concentric, eccentric, eclectic perfect symmetry.
Icon of the self-revolving, always-evolving mind
That accelerates at an undefined pace
Yet simultaneously creating space
As we contort higher and higher,
Longer, yet stronger from our seminal womb
Spiral of the worlds, creator and cremator.
From the microcosmic, ubiquitous double helix, spanning
All the way to galactic proportions of demands,
Dwarfing stars like morphing atoms, whirling
Let us spin, encircling life, elevating with every twist,
Following only the path we set before despite discord;
Who could have even imagined this?
Growing, never slowing, taller so wild,
Connecting this innocent brainchild
To ever-expanding wavelengths of knowledge
Powerful only when it gets acknowledged
Indiscernible to sequential thoughts of college
Kinky, ever so slinky celebration of the circle’s cycle.

TRANCEnDANCE

Regarding the real as invisible
Opens our eyes to life’s miracles
I said, ‘O heart may you be blessed
The circle of lovers you’ve witnessed
And also have the insight to foretell
What comes up out of our heart’s well
O soul, how far you go with each breath
O heart, how you beat with every step
O bird, how you speak tweets and chirps
From water and clay baked our bodies
That Stir-Fry in the material kitchen
To jump up out the pan of existence
Then I was cooked into shape and shade
That’s when I was given a face and name.’
The day soul’s take flight due to your scent
They know the Beloved is all that’s meant
As soon as the perfume’s fumes have left
Our neurons desire for synapses to connect

TRANCEnDANCE II

I’ve cleaned the skeleton’s out of my closet
For unconditional love I will become selfless
To gamble in this love is our soul’s best bet
Peace is the cost we’re paying to ascend
My soul in pursuit of that Sun of Eternity
Is hovering all around Existence’s Sea!
Ecstatic when we are seated on top of the world
With two different bodies but with the same soul
Green Gardens and scenes of birds transporting
Us into the forest where the stars were glowing
United we can show them the moon’s shadows
The greatest marvel is that in a seated position,
Our soul travels by visual astral-projections!

Soul’s Romance

Her every glance is the high of romance
Every man dies just to hold hands
And go where soulmates dance
Those uninvestigated lands
Unbuttoned shirts and unzipped pants
As man enters woman both give thanks
For fully uniting and trusting instinct’s plans.

The Cipher Session

Now is the moment of truth
how about atonement to regroup
Interacting consciously in a group
as the members speak in any group
remember solely one and only one
will have the most powerful thought
at any one point in the discussion
So focus your energy on this person
for the thought to be better brought out
when it’s your turn to share: Speak up
be heard, but not at the cost of the crowd
nor the price of others receiving messages
Value speech to increase energy passages

StuDio
In the Stu-to-Do whateva I assign my mind to
Zero to sixty in seven point six seconds
Wind surfing out the window dancing love
Shifty head’s like "You doin too much!"
Checking the flow poetry’s perpetual, remarkable timin’
Stop the chase, we’ll be meetin beyond night and day
We don't fall out, boys will continue to make noise
It Be I, and class is still in session, aristocrats wear the crown
Of true hearts pumpin’ blue blood down our sleeves
Me in the mood to be nude, don’t get no attitude
Heal figures go with the groove of gratitude
"L.A. Lakers got a legendary team!
Like King James getting four rings"
Maxin’ Wells for whateva, wheneva, whereva…

Dope Music

I care to share
For the welfare
Of all out there
So I prepare
Rhymes in pairs
In my spare…
Time, entire couplets
Aspiring up inside the mind’s cupola
Rare designs of the mastermind’s signs
Prepared to spellbind give sight to eyes
Seeking to rise and climb on Divine stairs
Allies aligned and assigned in lines of chairs
Our soul’s lying bare smilingly stare
Singing song’s lyrics in times of despair
Music’s drug being prescribed everywhere

ART

Art’s a direct communication
Between Artist’s imagination
And the witnessess imagination
Reason comes from imagination
Art is its clearest, manifestation
Creator is Light, Life is creation
All else is empty in comparison
Music being our common language
Poetry’s the language that manages
Reflecting our Soul’s understanding
Art between poles of opposite expression
Is known as rhythmic balanced interchanges
Love is religion’s highest knowledge
Scriptures are poetic, no coincidence
That significance showing the affinity
Closeness between Poets and Mystics
Poets are Mystics in some moments
In which they are given glimpses
Of the Love World mystic’s live in
And through the heart, mystic’s live,
Poets sometimes arrive at the heart
For moments, but live in the head
Reality experienced, needs a passage
Whatever mystic’s do is poetic
For mystic’s prose is also poetic

Within the ink of a pen

-Within the ink of a penAhead of time genius can be found
where words wait in lines for now
-within the ink of a penFor hands to extend and write down
about sacred feet touching holy ground
-within the ink of a penGraphic paragraphs surmount and surround
Dependent & Independent clauses abound
-within the ink of a penMusical lyrics are written for songs to amount
Spiritual antics of fans sing praises out loud
-within the ink of a penVisions are uncovered by writers
In between the minds of readers
-Within the ink of a pen…

P-O-E-T
Now supporting the club’s saints dancing with scholars
We got a thing for that groovy, happy friendly, bravada
That B.C.A.D., Word play, Sources Mowlana
We need unfulfilled fantasies, they appear making us happier
I’m hip like hop, man, and my scotch got her to talk
A hour later put the magic stick in the love doctor
Them sick figgas in her ear saying they think about her
I got the chick by the bar trying to get a drink up out her
She like my style, she like my smile, she like the way I talk
She from the country, think she like me cause I'm from LA
I ain't that figga writing to Allah cause I want to get ahead
I'm that figga rhyming for Allah cause I want holy bread
I should care less, global reform happens in our beds
Slick, spit that back, rant and rave, rap some, play the kid
Look baby this is simple, you and me
You evolving with me, you involved with a P-O-E-T
I was told before Life’s a school, ‘veryday we learn a’new
I keep my friends, some ends, and some jewelz
My dolla’s on knowing self ‘til I’m focused
I got on way less; She? Got on skater shoes
I'm stopping at our villa in the summer, by the SeaShore you can have her, when I'm done I ain't gon' keep her
Man, beaches come and go, every figga living knows
You saying it's secret, but you ain't gotta keep it on the low
Chick, choose with me, I'll have you stripping in the beat
Put my other clothes down and you get to have a seat
Now Nikki’s my chosen queen, she always comes out ahead
The last figga she was with cooked delicious with her bread
Getting her dough out of pocket, all good charges and a tip
Sowing the seed for need not greed the matta to fix
You give and take in this life, again its two ways, that is

MystiCal Poem

See a world in grains of sand
And heaven in the flowers
Hold infinity in your hand
And eternity in an hour
All this cosmos is suffused
By me in form Unmanifest,
In me all Beings must exist
Although in them i never rest
The earth, the seas and skies
Sun, Moon, and Stars are mine
Within clouds, silver linings find
The Creator of every being's kind
It were a vain endeavor
Although i gaze forever,
From outer forms i can't win
The inner glory that's within
Essence is the Soul of Universe
Not existence nor nonexistence
The formless is the Self itself
That through forms is expressing
Preparing the endless festivity
Elevating souls from down deep
Uplifts them in palaces of peace
They shine in gardens redeemed

Abstract Rap

Your glance is the moon's laugh
Seen through colorful dreams
Eternal purity of everything!
Water, Flowers, Gardens
Your sight is infinite
Candles, Lights, Moons, Suns...
O forever rising dawn,
The pure light of altars
The righteous virtue of all
The laughing moon's altar
That laugh is the Sun's mirror
In your gaze: freely dancing deer’s
Deeper roots, sweeter fruits from life’s tree
That loving green field with no peak
Leaves fall from your Garden of Speech
The existence of Gardens and rain its fee
Your enlightenment's within Love's Divinity
The Sun and solar systems
A green spring sees my vision
Enlightening my 'i' sight
A spring day's wide smile
The soul's scent fresh in memory lane
Of morning breeze and the smell of rain

RAP GOD Rendition
O you Mi Amor and I your Corazon, Love’s the road to Freedom
Get on then I'm boarding immediately with these songs I've spoken
And we should have rosen
I'm the walking dead, lovestruck talking head, a mummy floating
Trust my guts for love keeps growing
I'm out of comments to doodle, we have something in common, google
I'm a sober man, save yourself the harm and pay homage, pupil
Fix we, apply transparency’s crucial
But it's honestly futile if I don't utilize what I do though
For good at least once in a while
So I wanna make sure somewhere in this chicken scratch I scribble and doodle
Enough rhymes to maybe try and help get some people through tough times
But I gotta keep a few punchlines just in case cause even you unsigned
Rappers are hungry looking at me like it's lunchtime
I am where love and life come together
Man’s king of the Motherground, but I feel that life is on a narrow march grind
Flow to crunchtime, but sometimes when you combine
The Grim reaper with Father Time
You get a mixed bag when they want to fight,
Treasure your life at all times instead to deny that is the wrong answer
Life for its sake trying to make a way for heaven to form Celestine
Put all the arms in a fire of our oven to slaughter the evil mind
Free to bless always wishing that now is great with love for God, our Light
Morphs into an immortal coming through the portal
You're stuck in a time warp from 2000 though
And I don't know other than Love what you rhyme for
You're anointed as Rap God: a BeLoved reborn

I Promise

Love always above everything else
Virtues forever in Beings Self
Blessed beings wish eternal celebration
Be praised with infinite veneration
Giving heart’s make Love the Soul’s drug
Art of Living lights our path to Beloved
Submitting paves the way for becoming free
Admitting that we always receive what we need
I promise that the Truth is the guide of Liberation
The destination of all inspirations is Salvation

Life’s School

Past actions Being what Future actions Become
Founded in Becoming that’s Creating us Beings
Formed from thoughts Decision speaks Actively
Shape-giving Destiny, Makes building Capacity
Most important treaty the Holy Ghost’s teaching
Conversations with God in the field of philosophy
Witnessing the one and only Essence
From the essence we’re all extensions
The Art of Life is to manage opposites
Art starts from what we’ve imagined

EDucation

Education actualizes our potentials
Real education is to give us outer and inner wealth
Right education is to bring us more health
True education teaches you to be yourself
Earth is a school to learn about ourselves
We ultimately are an expression of cosmic intelligence
We are here to show ourselves in thoughts, speech & deeds
And through our daily lives we go through all kinds of experiences
Experience means knowledge gained through tests
Every experience in life is a set of tests
To demonstrate our divinity in thought, words & action
Passing tests of thinking, speaking & acting with love, self-mastery, wisdom
We get to know ourselves and others on a deeper, closer level.
The more we pass these tests the more we identify with our Divine Self
The degree of total purification means graduation from planet Earth.

DREAMers

Lying under blue skies,
Miles away from home.
Breaking free of ties,
Letting our minds roam.
Dreaming endlessly,
Making new plans.
Seeing as far as I can see.
Drawing hearts in the sand.
Driving on winding roads
With no set direction.
Not worrying what the future holds,
Just knowing there’s a connection.
Watching the sun set under clouds.
Counting the stars, sharing wet kisses.
Our bodies wrapped in golden shrouds,
We decided to exchange fuck faces.
Rolling down golden green hills,
Bringing up childhood memories.
Laughter echoing those thrills,
Events unfolding into stories…
Told as the aftermath of History

Dharma

The Law of Dharma
Says our physical manifestation
Has a spiritual destination
It states that you have a unique talent
And a unique way of expressing this talent
That which you can do better than any other on the planet
And for these there are also unique needs, granted
Matching needs with the creative expression
Of your talent is the spark that creates affluence
Expressing your talents for needs fulfillment
Creates unlimited wealth and abundance

Trust and Doubt

Whenever we do believe
then and there enters disbelief
Disbelief is a shadow of belief
belief naturally brings disbelief
First is belief, secondary is disbelief
Stopping beliefs drops disbelief
Starting to trust in our doubt
we’ll adjust within and figure out
that what was inside real doubt
transforms within and turns around
into true trust just being found
Trust and doubt are within, belief is from out

Inherit Merit

When knowledge extends
Then our Self transcends
Free-will and intelligence
Pledges Essence allegiance
Beings manifest existence
Love directs perfect reflections
Immanence’s reason Ascension
Condescension severs Integration
Yet limitless without Separation
Spirit’s existence/psychic intuitions
Self-Actualize reciprocate the Infinite,
Realizing The Most High’s disposition

Will.i.Am

We are deep, driving desires: will comes from desires
Our will forms our deeds and deeds create destinies
Divine Laws Expressing our Unity of Existence
Life Force flows through Presence’s Essence
To create Loving states our intended purpose
We combine to align with the Divine Mind
Through patterns and signs, essence’s reply
The All-Knowing Witness, Being the Most High
Actions visualized within the Grand Divine Mind
Beings consciously creating this space and time

Total Acceptance

Fate of the Aware Presences
Evolving made for Ascension
Takes Involving our Extensions
Created to Resolve in Consequence,
States just Dissolve, no Coincidence
Simply Irresistible Total Acceptance
Simply Respond Wholly Defenseless
Conscious of Our Humane Conscience
We’ll be Actively seeking Attractions
While witnessing Passive Detachment
Percent of possibilities to probabilities
From Experiments form Experiences
For Life’s Everlasting Expressions
Co-Creating Abundance’s Destinies

THRIVE

To thrive and be alive human’s lives
Need to be allowed to naturally live
Be present to receive your blessings
Being Here Now feel the spirit and soul
Acting on beliefs making them possible
Autonomously experience actions reactions
Innocence seeks to experiment consequences
Achieving personal will and self-confidence
And perceive then proceed to conceive
What you really believe you’ll achieve
Knowing to do the right thing
Showing, Doing the right thing
Extensions of the presence’s essence
Present in each second of every minute
When intentions are given attention
Then manifestations get mentioned
Striving to be our best
We thrive to do our best
We’ll live life very intense
Filled with positive productivity
Living for our family and society
Selfless action makes us feel joyous
Best reactions create that joyousness
Without expecting any applause or reward
Energy in motion its own cause and reward

AScension

Lovers search for their reflection
Flowing existence’s ocean set on devotion
senses sent to us for our Ascension
Other beings like our Extensions
through the surface we reach the depth
show the service of our breath
All is a calling back to self
Within exists the greatest wealth
The soul’s loving presence is acknowledged
Our goal of living’s passing on knowledge

HIGH

I don’t speak, I float in the air wrapped in a sheet
I’m not a real being, just a ghost trapped in a beat
Speaker boxes release me of my trance, so party and dance
I translate as my voice is read through an echocardiogram
The noise instead transmitting Life Lines straight ahead
To uplift all spirits becomes the only choice that’s left
Right now see your soul Opening wings take flight
Like the GOAT Michael “Air” Jordan in his prime
Teach tongue in cheek let students stick out their tongues
Begin French kissing miss and mister now speak in tongues
There's a certain intrigue within our physique, a witnessing energy
Its mystique seeks to show the unique, even though it knows unity
Poetry roots deep, rockin’ steady, for our seeds to grow fully
Blessed MiCs from Cali to Iran, AmiRimA, rap flows yours truly

Justified
Eternally searching for lives
The Truth buries the lies
Hiding in the cloudy mind
Where's justice to the blind
Themselves seek to justify!
There is no Truth to find
Where to see the Light
To those short of sight
The Need to be Right
Never Frees the Mind
Then why do we confine
Risks daring us to be Alive
Taking us to the other side
Of the beliefs we've defined
To change our dream of life
Will sees a need to decide

Sober

Let’s Toast to get free Sober and focused imperial portals teleported
Wanting it doesn't guarantee getting free is easy
See our world needs to solve its greed problem
Know we forgot peace, happiness, love…what’s up?
Hubble shuttles, etc into space
Man landing on the moon, beyond
Yet where is the Love on our planet?
Trust God Ya Allah, live connected, goal of scholars
Seek Truce in a rush, Saints see you in Allah
Giving souls more respect due to Allah
This mista saying flows on the microphone
Relaxed on the mic, and made to say his flows
Captain Save'em all day, well save this ship
Relay, you more of a sheep than the Titanic
You’re not into getting busy or in a relationship
Don’t be into sinking ships with your loose-lips, Sober

Witnesses
Truth Silently listening
Essential reminiscence
Epiphanies expressions
Illuminations relevance
Luminaries Revelations
The Mystique musicians speak
Intrigue of politicians is cheap
Members remembering Being
Consciously Unifying Existence
Locations global destinations
Dancing for total abundance
Involving resolves each evolving
Women/men’s worlds revolving
Uncover Love for us Lovers to recover
Discovering the Beloved in one another

Bull’s Eye
GOD IS THE CREATOR OF FATE
LOVE IS GREATER THAN HATE
DON’T NEED TO FIGHT, SAY AMENS
DO WHAT’S RIGHT, MAKE AMENDS
COME MEND BROKEN TIES
COMMEND THE MOST HIGH
THE ESSENCE OF SOUL’S LIFE
IS PRESENT WITHIN YOU & I

Win/Win

Life’s a co-operation, Love’s no competition
Being All for One and One for All, it’s Win/Win
Competition is fun, when there is no sense of separation
Sportsmanship combines Competition and Co-operation
I Believe a truth-based personality is key to Winning
Achieving Self-Awareness, yet Independently Willing
As we repeatedly keep promises and commitments
We get privileged with credibility, trustworthiness
Readjust focus from personalities and social positions
Toward the current issues to understand perspectives
In all relations essential to increase positivity
Perfectly increases our synergistic efficiency
Sharing our opportunities creates newer possibilities
Probability of giving increases our capacity to receive

Triple 5 Soul
Always “life’s game, never life for life’s sake!"
What can I say? If my life was a bridesmaid
And the bride was our aim, I'd be working five days
Seeking my life’s fate, wide awake while slicing the pie, five ways
That's why I may have came at you with five plates
How can I have five dates and keep my mind straight?
Now I can’t go out on blind dates with blind faith!
Life’s Art can give back love it’s divine grace,
What else can I say? Rhyming’s fun as child’s play
Yes, I really would love for you to smile all of your days
As if there were no clouds in your sky filled with sun rays

The Ride of Life

Yo, I got the munchies for rhyme productions
Speaking the truth my sweet tooth’s function
My definition of success is your consumption
Perfectly presenting love's expression
Can the infinite be given an extension?
Commitment grants us with perseverance
Education’s graduation is in living selflessly
I'm eager to work, how can you employ me?
Paying those bills while you buying these styles
Swallow pride to shrink egos on this thrill ride
Loving our heart’s space with Life's flowing Art
The Supreme Peace of Unconditional Love
Both sides Receiving to Give and take part
In Existence’s Meditation, breathe to get higher
Souls responsibly driving street cars named desire
Witnesses experience displays of light and dark
Who’s gotten out alive from this amusement park?

Relay Some Sips
The soul’s purpose to be of assistance
Taking pleasure’s measure is significant
I want to relay echoes and reflections of eternity
Messages of love spoken with affection for infinity
The reason for the rhyme & uplifting vibes of music
As our feelings are the universal lingua of the spirit
Getting the mood right with soul food, sublime
Fine mind wine spillin', filling up on divine light
Seeing witnesses beyond space, energy, time
Unites us on the transcendental air flight

Mi Amor

LOVE is as high & wide as the whole universe
Giving birth to many suns, moons & earths
LOVE is our Soul’s reflection
Shining the World’s perfection
LOVE is living to give affection
It is giving directions for protection
LOVE is the treasure that makes us better
Living it is a pleasure beyond measure
LOVE forgives & forgets itself
And lives to give of itself
You are always on my mind…
With you I transcend space & time
The state you bless me with is the highest mastery & art
Positively changing days from sunrise till after dark
In my mind’s eye you are all I see, near & far
The way home is through each other’s hearts
Lovers together each other discover & find
I wonder if you would mind if I call you mine?

Woman Man Romance

A one-man band turned into a woman man romance
It was once for love, light and life now we fuck and lie, damn...
We’ve come down, now we feel deserted and used
Didn’t learn to love enough! Forget who did it first, discover you!
Am I supposed to tell this world what we've been through?
It's smart to find the truth, the news can truly pay our dues
Don't want this to hurt, but what you deserve is the truth!
Don't take it personal, I just can't say this in person to you
So I revert to the studio, like my soul-is-all-rhymers
Don't have to be reserved in a booth
I just feel like the person who I'm tuning into is you
Reverbable, I pray on songs with the crew like its church
And now that I got you I don't need you
My thirst was at a disadvantage that it pursued
Why do I even do this work that I do?
Give God my hopes preach my raps, sermon and speech
Urge fans to flame this yearning to croon
Because Now whispers Here is too soon
We can't bring There in this world, shoulda knew
To use discretion before I let myself into you, Fuck!

Wife with Man

Cheif's runnin' home with our checks credit the balance
We serve fans worthy acts deserving of our cash
Breathe from the chest’s depth, taking steps for your profit
We just want the truth that witnesses, never forget that
It didn’t express lack, light and sound back in a chess-match
Best kept yet better when revealed in intimate raps
And guess who just happens to be doin' more necromancing
Actually, only romancing and slow dancing
'Cause she loves to cuddle, more than simply chat
You know our bodies a jungle, let’s take time to show that
But she's rised up planned to adjust with him and adapt
Wife with Man, pave their relationship shape their own fate
Lady's been surfing the web and searching the internet lately
Tells me she’s been thinking about giving life to a baby,
And maybe this can be signs that she’s trying to say please?

See A Sea

The universal cosmic creator
Personal minds its simulator
Space created by observer
Time's designed by events
Spirit is pure consciousness
Mind and body becoming
Unified field of intelligence
That creates the Universe
Cells like stars within our galaxy
Cycle within cycles, a symphonyOf stars synchronized synergy
Such spontaneous symmetry
Flowing rather frequently
Growing to gather ecstasy

AmeriCause

About to mop up
On the top bunk
Yo, I drop punks
Foes who pop junk
All amongst one
They can't stop love
And raps start us
That spark plug
The smart trust
Our heart's one
O scars the stars
Wit stripes of blood
In delighted hearts
Hu wants some?
Columbus brought guns
And slaughtered Indians
Now the NRA runs US
Shoot…kill just for fun
Blood spilled the cost
Of innocent lives lost
Our predators become numb
But spectators aren’t that dumb
They see those broad stripes and bright stars

AmeriCause II

Dying doesn't tic-toc, it tries to split us up
To lie down in the mud body bags zip-locked
In this art to give love Hip-hop in a pit-stop
Zig Zag Zig All is God Spit ones in tip-cups
The frost bit twist off these mics lit lift off
To piss the shit list off they rather see us gone
Than gather to sing along
Slim’s apprentice fired Trump
Hitler’s shady twin’s a chump
He'll be capped on a bill
By another run of the mill
Tied to a string of Masons
Puppets free but in cages
Their shit’s been stinking
The ship started sinking
As soon as Wiki Leaked it
Sent Snowden overseas
Then tapped Angela’s celly
This Democracy of Hypocrisy
Is selling us out, you and me
Beefing up the beast’s belly
for the Great American Dream

Home of the Brave Hearts

You can fly reading my lyrics off of this paper before I lay 'em
But please don't take the wings out these words before I say 'em
Cause ain't no way I'ma let you stop me from creating heaven
When I say I'ma do something I do it,
I don't give a damn what you think,
I'm doing this for we, so love the world
I feed its beings, it's messed up, if it thinks it's stopping me
I'ma be what I set out to be, without a doubt undoubtedly
And all those who look down on me I'm tearing down your balcony
No ifs, ands or buts, don't try to ask him why or how can he
Been Unlimited now becoming Infinite
He's still winning, whether he's on salary paid hourly
Until he bows out or he spits these vowels out of him
Whichever comes first, forever getting better, never worse
I’m married to life’s game, like my brother to a nurse
Our gifts a curse unless we get the urge to do the work,
To fulfill our mission on Earth and love the whole universe

The ReaList

Aiming beyond Mars, gonna land on a star
Chillin’ with Kernel son, humbled by Allah
But I just wanna be truer than I’ve come
For this world must have taught us to wake up
Leaving home to lacking a home and living alone now repping for home
Life’s progress in the process of Oneness, get shown
Creatin’ them raps, it's on I'm a solo MC and in the zone
On the beat forever on repeat, AmiRimA for World Peace
The Forever knows how the moon came into existence
Always the more, never becoming less
Making us match and I've been here sincerely sayin’
I'm in Love, gettin elevated
Drunk so much, I can't even taste it
Girls on the dance floor, I’ve gotta love this
Break dance, that was created by Sema
Say~! I’m gonna be blunt like it's passed and rolled up
I’m the hotness, that just got blazed
DJ, pun de replay, keep on breakin 'em off
Bring it back just for good ol’ sake
Still extendin’ love for the women, they high
Getting to the bottom of it, no lie
Unraveled the code in the libros alot
Your Boy La Familia and we next to God
I got the beat where the music is live
Rock to the beat like my will to survive
Light my fire till we all feel higher
I'm in the streets, but home keeps me hired
Baabaay! Watch Shepherd rock the body
Doing it non-stop, fully grown-up talk and walk it!

If We Ruled The World
Imagine no power, greed, politics affecting nature
Acting on decreasing effects of Global Warming
No fanaticism, dictatorships, nor terrorists supported
No mass media sensationalism or censorship
Imagine no bias, racial discrimination or prejudice
Fathom all living their vision of liberty & justice
More conscious of the way we raise our children
Elementary yet literally, a billion people are illiterate
Why troops are sent out for a plate of knowledge?
On weaponry, we need less than 1% that’s spent
For their to be zero, yes no, global illiteracy!
Where there are 3 billion living on less than $3 daily
Somehow poverty has become the latest commodity
Now turning non-profit charities into a great novelty
Great rhymes wine for the mind,
Delivering some food for thought
Hear the Stars say "The World Is Ours"

If We Ruled the World II

Blessed Beings, Praise life relations
Good Actions cause Good Reactions
It takes our effort for global change
And spread the word about various causes
Donate your contributions to an organization
Fact, shows those who volunteer are happier
Donating blood or bone marrow can save us, hear?
Or donate used clothing to homeless shelters
Another very helpful thing is having foster pets
Try having one meat-less day per week
Make your purchases support your true beliefs
Spread some kindness and the World brightens
For better living, ideal space to raise children
Travel as much as possible before having kids
“As one person cannot change the world,
but together we can change the world.”

Great Rendition

I've got love to brandish the way
You say we're cut from the same cloth
But I guess you fabricate, eh?
Trend setters bring more men than Latter Day Saints
Mystic states, lessen bad luck it’s automatic they sayin'
That anything I rap may hand us the way
Back, I stand as the way been flowin’ with dat great wordplay
Here to create, a Ladder to bridge & elevate
Common sense’s a scholar surely a great saint
Makin’ Home as the gateway sadman’s ran away
Must have missed why that sandman has came (yeah!)
I just grew from the cave out to space
Pass exams, Cash that, and Graduate
I’m learning that drew a mad plan, congratulate
Many more stuck I rhyme to make a way before it’s too late
Why, nasal passages pointing to the way
Set your compass straight time to breathe in
Shakin’ your head brain’s indifferent ways, save your mindframe
True love won't even need to hold onto anythin'
So give through love that way spend your savings
That’s the one thing which outlives everyone the drunk and sober
Orders of man then shows up to be thankin' high gains
Feelin' like I’m headed for a rap legend,
Up to par you’ll agree that I rap to get aware
Yet, guess that's the standard I'm held to
Already if tappin mics doesn't tell ya
Who sent those narks to spy, on Angela’s cellie
Crooked Sam that’s a failure (yeah)
When a president makes a pact the other shouldn’t back out of

Great Again Rendition

Soul’s gold then civilian’s outcome, yeah? (Love!)
Worldly solving, should look to helping its civilians, yeah!
Wait, what was I just about to say?
Oh yeah, let me get out of the way
I know there's people that are still in their own way I just bounced into the game, G I’m Lord
What, I really wanna save this ship, it started sinkin when Wiki leaked it
Why not love Ed Snowden as a pride with guts why no glory
You tell the world a secret just to get knocked
I'd like to give him clout for Expressing (true!)
Freedom of speech, you will see an international hero
Give U.S. A shout—now get the fuck out my sight crooks!
No more whiners, already too much time jokin' rather
I hear you talkin' it, I'm just too real to respond to it
God forbid, why forget? Human rights route in my flows
One remembers King Cyrus’s cylinder
'Cause if I choose this we can rewind to the old times we ruled
And I can remind other brothers how I knew it
You don't got the schools, I got in my toolkit
I fulfill true love, y'all fools just forgot
That my soul’s in touch with these lawful thoughts
And with High Gospels we’re impossible to stop
So you can call this a hospital 'cause it's-not… gonna ever
I'll never let up on the pedal, might as well get the cops
'Cause I'm shinin' for everyone in this genre

Greatest Rendition

Oh yeah, and one more thing I want to mention (what?)
Is you're one dimension
I'm a multi-task and I have one intention
My love’s attention, so welcome the fuckin’ affection
Muscles flexin', lotta cunts like long erections
And you just stuck the key up in the ignition
And gave me enough ass to flood my engine (yeah)
Light the path, Moses’s staff showin' us this and that
Raps could slap box with both hands
Bet you I come back twice as grand (uh)
My rivals never had the title!
The champ’s still unsigned telling me I should keep’d on da high note
Love my balls, nuts are just sack-religious
'Til I bust shower cum power and piss off the scene
Hold the mic similar to this still, squeeze
And I shoot from the hip when I grip them things
And your tits and clits get licked with the spit between
It gets better with every wet dream (prr!)
Caps our nights two lips lit sex between the sheets
That's how I call these motherlovers Milf fiends (woo!)
Float like a butterfly, dancing around the ring
I'm gonna sting like a bee
Ain't you a karma offspring
Got dharma as why I'm rhyming
I’m gonna need to put my heart on my sleeve
Amir Ali is rhyme’s Muhammad Ali
'Cause I know one day I'm gonna be the Greatest

geNosis
Soul's doses of no emotions
Whose stillness follows motions
Past pushes flows into moments
The future’s pulled by our presence
A Precedence of Presupposition
Experience sufficient Evidence
Past initiations, Present invitations
Statically shedding existence
A revelation within momentum
Of the Ad Infinitum Continuum
Now’s a foregone conclusion
Much later it’s comprehension
Beginning-less manifestations
Endlessly reaching destinations
Inside memory's lane of locations
Piloting automatic self-navigation
Reminiscing active participation
Serve, Protect ways for directions

Mystical Consciousness

Experiencing Self directly
Expressions help justify
Insightful illuminations
Significant revelations
Enriching importance
Supremely possessing
Alternative personalites
Remember prophecies
Forever Always connects
Changing every essence
Through every recurrence
Imminence switches perceptions
Infinitely witnessing sensations
Involve phenomenal impressions
Dissolves our temporal existence
Totally absolute reminiscence
Called mystical consciousness

CosMic Expression
Learn from giving great affection
King’s Kingdom creates connection
Each being’s an essential reflection
With no Apocalypse or Armageddon
Astronomers increase measures
Philosophers reducing means
Lifestyles of a mystic's moral sustenance
World becomes its temporal consequence
Pineal Gland’s Third Eye witnesses
The Real Plan’s meaning: Existence
Integrated Soul being our Essence
Of Ascended Master’s Extensions
Hiding to Find Cosmic Expression

RUMInation
You who are my soul’s convenience in the time of sorrow
You who are my soul’s currency the time we borrow
What imagination hasn’t conceived nor understanding knows
Comes to my soul from thee, so I worship you, O Lord
My amorous gaze dances on glances of Eternal grace & glory
Although the temporal only says half of my romance’s story
The blessed favor of the one who bestows omens
And reveals secrets are sung in my ear like hymns
In my prayers thoughts and feelings of thee are holy
Are vital to my signs like a holy matrimony
Marry the Creator for your sins to be forgiven
You are the heart of all living and non-living
If a never ending abundance should grant kingdoms
If a hidden treasure can give all of life’s wisdom
I would prostrate with my soul and my face on the soil
I would ask, “How dare your slaves not remain loyal!”
I’ve gathered Eternal Life comes in the time of union
Rather in no-mind is where time leaves our communion
Life is like the ink that union is writing with,
If I didn’t walk my talk, your trust would you give?
Before this I swear I had twenty thousand wishes
All my passion’s for that compassionate one, since
From that unseen King’s bounty, I have become safe and sound
Convincing me that I am the soul of all the world that abounds
The essential meaning of “Hu” has filled my heart all around
United with “you” my soul travels out of my body to surround

RUMInations

Knowing that you are such a precious pearl is priceless
For all that the world has is because of your existence
Being apart from you is the worst kind of punishment
Please don’t punish your kind servants with silence
For those who have fallen into the chain of events,
Can’t escape by trying since they’re not acquainted!
If the world could ever have any permanence
Consider temporary, those unfamiliar with permanence
How joyous the king that by its queen is check-mated
In such great company are those who are in your presence
I constantly want your heart and soul to be my crowned jewel
How unfortunate are those who don’t make sacrifices for you
Your desires are granted by all the heavenly birds of truth
I will tolerate my pain to patiently become more mature
The heart that doesn’t burn inside your loving fire
Will never rise and ascend to evolve any higher
There is no end to your faithful worshippers
Every molecule of every atom is worshipping
Feeling there is no need for tyranny
When all is you that is true monarchy

Ol’ Timer

Mistas are the sky
And Sistas wanna fly
Then sistas wonder why
Mistas are so high
All my flows remain
All the real are the same
Now has life’s main aim
Shifted from being humane?
Why resort to violence
I figure move with guidance
Do you know what our style is
Love’s effort is the Highest
You want it just stick with it
You must be committed
To claim it, then back it up
Through loving life we did it
Who to trust this world over to?
When the One percent control you
The Conscious five percent is my crew

Memory Lane

Your glance's the moon's laugh
Within colorful dreams
Eternal purity of everything!
Water, Flowers, Gardens
Your sight is infinite
Candles, Moons, Suns...
O forever rising dawn,
The pure light of altars
The righteous virtue of all
The laughing moon's altar
That laugh is the Sun's mirror
In your gaze: freely dancing deers
Deeper roots, sweeter fruits from your tree
That loving green field with no peak
Leaves fall from your Garden of Speech
The existence of Gardens and rain its fee
Your enlightenment's within Love's Divinity
The Sun and solar systems
A green spring sees my vision
Enlightening my 'i' sight
A spring day's wide smile
The soul's scent fresh in memory lane
Of morning breeze and smell of rain

Legacy

A life to be real has to participate
Or learning through give and take
Being real we do our personal best
Keeps us from the feeling of regrets
Having true character creates destiny
And that leads to shaping our legacy
Giving us a sense of living a worthy life
Being of service we use our time right
Our true purpose being holy divine
That legacy’s lasting even after life

Mira, Mirror

In behavior's mirror
Our image gets clearer
Every spoken proposition
Evokes, provokes opposition
Art reflects the inexpressible
Humor is an element of genius
True Love's relevant for genius
A just experience is this life
Truth is ours, error is times
Authors write to give readers sight
Offer us to live like leaders of light
If with others, people didn't compete
They would feel equally as complete
We can't possess what we don't understand
Gained in the process is where we stand
The truth that we normally overlook
Could be fused by naturally looking
Poets express our subconscious
The poetry of life is really superstitious
Uncontrollable are the truly creative
In the mysticism of rhythm, we believe
Beauty reveals the secret of natural laws
True beauty is never clear of itself

Teachers & Masters

Teachers are many, Masters are very rare
You’ll meet many Teachers, they’re everywhere
they never demand on the contrary, they supply
Teachers give you info and knowledge, which can’t satisfy
like talking about a lamp won’t create light
that’s why people go from teacher to teacher in search of light
When they come across a Master
there is a chance they’ll miss the Master
because they come with expectations
and Masters never fulfill anybody’s expectations
Our expectations come from our mind
for the Soul to be possible quiet the mind
free yourself from foolish desires and false expectations
The reason an enlightened Master never fulfills expectations
is for us to be more real, light and present
not stuck in the past or far out in the future, but here in the moment

Self-Awareness
If our Soul is the One in All
Then God is the One for All
From knowing our own Being
We’ll also know other Beings

Self-Realization

Self-Realize to realize life’s real lies and ascend
Absorbed on the Selfless road sources transcend
Drunken Lovers pleasure beyond conscious measure
The Beloved’s Always & Forever our chosen treasure
The source of all options is the fount of all solutions
Our resolution’s within, it involves Love's Evolution

I AM U
Real beings enter the center of their Presence
Each are sent by request speaking to connect
In quest of Existence’s credence for Sun’s radiance
Time’s Empty in the Maze of Space, better be patient
Best attest moments we blessed and been blessed
Sun’s identical to its Mirrors, Seekers witness BeLoved
The Life reflected in the Mirror is the Light witnessed
Gain comprehension of inner self from past reflections
Attain conviction that we are our Creator’s extensions
Lose selfishness, become selfless and present True Self!
Let’s look over not overlook, stand under to understand
In Reality we’re all Believers, validate your own Evidence
Or experiments give accurate meaning to our experiences

The G.O.A.T

The G.O.A.T forever spoke
Love is GOD's greatest work
I dig it all, the dirt thrown
Morphs into lotus flowers
Cater pillars to Better fly
Earth-bound yet Air-borne
Life's Art lights Love's heart
Headless Horsemen, soul-riding
Ghost Writer’s Blueprint Cross Roads
Yellow Chick's & Hen's o sis Bunny-hop
Piggybacking Leapfrogs green leaves Prince Charming
A Golden Child kissing the dark night's silver linings,
Wandering wands wave upon pondering ponds
Shapeshift betwixt the hips of mowed lawns
H's Double helix currents flowing O
Lit, fire blazed, trail’s trial’s exhausted…
Puffing kush smoke out through our nose
Trojan hero’s rose on Jordan's River in Noah's Ark
Stardust travels aliens onboard teleporting spaceships
To ascend way up to the wavy crescent
Tactics of milking, weighs intergalactic…
Launches rockets, Satellites into orbit!
Sixth sense seeking ways out this Mage's matrix
Amusing Muses are our music's true ring leader
Boasting through both of those Bose speakers!

BaphoMet
There's several different levels to Devil worshippin' baphomets
Human sacrifices, genocides, cannibalism and exorcism
Animal farm's, circuses, mammals and addicts
But I don't get into that, I kick the habit, I just
Beat through the death with weapons that eat through the flesh
And I never eat you unless my lover's meat looks fresh
I got a lion in my pocket, I'm lyin', I got a mind as my rocket
And baby I'm just, rhymin' at your comets
He's ready for war, I'm ready for work
I got a resume of words for any gadget that stays tuned to the core
My use is, heavy as yours, yeah you met me before
I just didn't have as large an arsenal of reppin’ before
Marshall shall step in the door raise your head from the floor
Wish your lovely heads start to melt in your sacred chest
Spread to be revealin', get on the floor, let a few more
Met the legends, wedded to their words
AmiRimA’s led by the force, just getting along!

Unity’s Tree
Self-Loving Consciousness
Supreme Peaceful Awareness
United Beings wakefully visualizing
Natural Law simultaneously in-synch
With the Constitution of the Universe
Instinctively Organizing Intelligence
Safety-net roots for all systems, remembering
Enlightened wisdom’s central to its members
Lunar Electrons orbit Earth’s Neutrons
Earthly Neutrons orbiting Solar Protons
Sons of Adam being conceived by Eve
Seeds reaching out from Unity’s Tree

Tree of Enlightenment

O my tree of enlightenment
Love's flower and fruit
The scent of familiarity
The notion of all fervency
The cloud's sounding
Fresh rain on the ground
In all the fields you abound
Now, O illuminated breeze
Of the holy seashores
Open up to me the window
To the garden's of tommorrows
That I heard from night's lips
My heart rests in the Sea
Wakes with the flowers speech
All my moments i pray on the altar of kindness
That you remain for your purity is all existence
If the night is dark and quiet,
Brighter days are on the other side
I breathe in the breeze as i rise to hear the dawn's chimes

World

Sojourners of the world, in flight
Workers of the world, are united
Poets of the world, shall rhyme
Singers of the world, shall recite
Athletes of the world, will exercise
Leaders of the world, shine light
Healers of the world, restore life
Seekers of the world, you’ll find
Eaters of the world, bon apetit
Sleepers of the world, good night

World Peace

Our soul's every cell is eavesdropping
We bridge our gaps in communication
And grant souls wings by imagination
Everything is created from perception
Your perspective experiences processes
Beings are defined from consciousness
Begin to identify your spirits existence
Extend by building people's strengths
Expanding awareness of self-sufficience
That creates relationship independence
Our Soul's Evolution leads to progress
Soul Purpose is to raise consciousness

Real Needs

I welcome your comments
And seldom take offence
My confidants in confidence
Try embracing embarrassments
While raising consciousness
You’ll be gaining conveniences
And attaining balanced conditions
Of passionate attractions
With dispassionate detachments
For compassionate commiserations
Actively achieving real needs

Silent Celebration

Silent Celebration
Guided Meditations
Nature Contemplates
Non-judging, just love
Evolving Awareness
Dissolves Presences
Revolving Reflections
Involve Our Extensions
To Become One Essence
Resolving Consequences
Irresisting Acceptance
Responds Defenseless
Moment Consciousness
Detached Involvements
Secure in Life's possibilities
Experiments for Experience
Timeless yet Still Expressing
Co-Create Abundant Beings

ReForm

Reform through civilian’s disobedience
Peacefully demand rights and privileges
Futile becomes governments resistance
Worthwhile becomes civilian persistence
The police force and military soldiers
Need to be and feel safe, of course
Even after the present system’s course
The goal becomes to minimize the price
And save the maximum number of lives
Paving the way for equal human rights
Craving the light of day, we’ll truly unite
Democratic Institutions, Organizations, Infrastructure
Are mandatory preconditions and necessary factors
That independent citizens have to be actively after
Breaking free from tyrannical imposition of dictators
That society’s mission will reach its vision
Although this has to be a collective decision
Transformation requires a period of transition
That can be witnessed in all political oppositions
Demonstrated by work strikes and public protestations

New World Order
If we decide to control the size of the globe’s total population by decreasing
we will be ready and willing to lead lives increasing in ease and peace
Producing obsessively, consuming excessively, and possessing compulsively
will leave the whole world successfully as our need decreases to control for security
Yes, our lives meaning, purpose and evolutionary thrill will be plenty to satisfy
Life styles will slow down gradually
while people become more aware gratefully
they show their kind appreciation gracefully
Pulsating between steps for the next meaningful meeting
each speaking stories of visiting souls exploring the outer reaches
discourses revealing, unfolding secrets to keep tight hold of the holy light
and touch others in much more ways than they could or would before the insight
Now it’s just to know this much, trust me: we came from the high Heavenly skies
for Heaven should also be found down here on such ground, so rise up and shine

illuminotti

If we knew more about the money system
We would revolt like soldiers on a mission
Central banks are cartels of governments
As their partners granted by our politicians
To create counterfeit money causing global debt
They disguise the cost and hide those at fault
Hiring citizens as slaves to labor their wages
Tax was regulated for us to pay politicians
That debt plus interest to central banks
The secret agenda of those bank owners
Is total global reform planning to control us

Secret societies controlling supplies
Got their eye on our souls like spies
By controlling money, energy: food, water
Health the media and seeking to privatize the net
Repeating their mistakes is a policy of dishonesty!
The illuminati are shifting the shape of the world
Into super states beyond nations to control
They have created populations of prisoners
Planning to cremate most of those inmates
Distorted destructive world view of scared scarcity
That in fact has created desperate governments
A new World View sees this crisis as a catharsis
Let’s actively participate locally for global renaissance…

Epitaph
Don’t stand at my grave and weep
I’m not there, for I don’t sleep
I am the winds that blow
I am the diamond glint on snow
I’m the sun on ripened grain
I’m the gentle autumn rain
Awakening you in the morning hush
I’m the swift uplifting rush
Of quiet birds in circled flight
I’m the soft stars shining at night
Don’t stand at my grave and cry
I am not there, for i did not die!

